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Item 1.02 Termination of a Material Definitive Agreement.

On December 18, 2012, Clean Coal Technologies, Inc. (the “Company”) sent a notice of termination, effective
immediately, to AGPL Investments Pte. Ltd. (“AGPL”) pursuant to the default and termination provisions of the
Joint Venture Agreement in Respect of Good Coal, Pte. Ltd (the “Good Coal”), effective June 5, 2012, between the
Company and AGPL (the “JV Agreement”) and the Technology License Agreement, effective May 31, 2012,
between the Company and Good Coal (the “TLA”), each previously disclosed by the Company, as well as certain
related agreements, based on AGPL’s continuing monetary default and failure to cure, among other defaults.  The
JV Agreement and the TLA were designed to develop, deploy and market the Company’s Pristine M technology
throughout the ASEAN region through Good Coal. Under the default terms of the foregoing, the Company is also
seeking the dissolution of Good Coal.

As of the filing date, the Company is working to ensure that there is no disruption in the Oklahoma pilot plant
construction schedule. The Company intends to assume the obligations for the project under a new construction
contract and expects to own the completed pilot plant outright.

AGPL presently owns over 5% of the outstanding common stock of the Company.
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